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ABSTRACT
With the proliferation of the Internet’s social digital content, sentiment analysis (SA) has gained a wide research interest in natural
language processing (NLP). A few significant research has been done in Bangla language domain because of having intricate
grammatical structure on text. This paper focuses on SA in the context of Bangla language. Firstly, a specific domain-based
categorical weighted lexicon data dictionary (LDD) is developed for analyzing sentiments in Bangla. This LDD is developed
by applying the concepts of normalization, tokenization, and stemming to two Bangla datasets available in GitHub repository.
Secondly, a novel rule–based algorithm termed as Bangla Text Sentiment Score (BTSC) is developed for detecting sentence
polarity. This algorithm considers parts of speech tagger words and special characters to generate a score of a word and thus that
of a sentence and a blog. The BTSC algorithm along with the LDD is applied to extract sentiments by generating scores of the two
Bangla datasets. Thirdly, two feature matrices are developed by applying term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) to
the two datasets, and by using the corresponding BTSC scores. Next, supervised machine learning classifiers are applied to the
feature matrices. Results show that for the case of BiGram feature, support vector machine (SVM) achieves the best classification
accuracy of 82.21% indicating the effectiveness of BTSC algorithm in Bangla SA.

© 2021 The Authors. Published by Atlantis Press B.V.
This is an open access article distributed under the CC BY-NC 4.0 license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/).

1.INTRODUCTION

Sentiment analysis (SA), also called opinion mining [1], is a field of
study that predicts polarity in public opinion or textual data from
microblogging sites [2] on a well-publicized topic by extracting peo-
ple emotions, attitudes, emotions, etc. As, SA is becoming a relevant
subject to natural language processing (NLP) in machine learning
area, researchers are gradually finding interest in this topic because
of having a large scale of opinionated data on the Internet. Nowa-
days people in social media sites, newspaper, blogs, etc., express
their reviews on a specific product or items. There are also forum
discussion, opinion on a specific posts, comments, and emotions.
There may arise many obstructive in detecting binary or ternary
class sentiment such as subjectivity or opinion based identification,
if a phrase or text have not any core opinion word. So, lexicon-
based [3] data dictionary approach is jointed with their semantic
tendency with polarity and word strength. To determine these data
with sentiment as a polarity, i.e., positive, negative, or neutral class,
machine learning framework has acquired significant interest. This
is because of the building model in many linguistic domains [4]
with versatile feature extraction, alternating, predicting with prob-
abilistic theory, and computing valuable feature matrix represen-
tations. Various types of features have been observed for this type
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of work such as bag of words (BoW) model, lexical analysis, and
semantic feature [5]. This matrix feature is language-dependent.
Bangla, an ancient Indo-European language, is the spoken language
of over 250 million people [6]. So, extracting sentiment in Bangla
language will surely be significant for NLP researchers to make sub-
stantive progress in machine learning. Among the three levels of
SA, we worked on the sentence level polarity classification by using
extended Bangla sentiment dictionary. This sentimental dictionary
words are implying as opinion words which is an impetus for iden-
tifying polarity from text by implementing a set of rule-based auto-
matic classifier algorithm [7]. In this paper, an effective and unique
rule-based algorithm Bangla Text Sentiment Score (BTSC) is devel-
oped for detecting sentence polarity which provides the better sen-
timent extraction by giving a score from a chunk of Bangla text. We
build an automated system which can extract opinion from Bangla
dataset reviews with the help of extended Bangla sentimental dictio-
nary with weighted value, and that automated system will be classi-
fied by supervised machine learning algorithm [8] with the help of
N-grams model. This is because author [9] found this model per-
forming well in text classification. The rest of the paper is orga-
nized as follows: Section 2 recapitulates the related research works.
Section 3 demonstrates our system methodology. In Section 4, we
discuss our proposed algorithm BTSC to find out score from the
text. Section 5 illustrates the evaluation results with trained and
tested datasets by a supervised classification approach like SVM,
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logistic regression (LR), K-nearest neighbors (KNN), etc. Finally,
the results of the research are summarized in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK

In the era of expansion of social media and microblogging sites,
SA has become an interesting topic among researchers. Apparently,
SA is done in many linguistic domains like English, French, Chi-
nese, Arabic, etc. However, the depth of its progress in Bengali
language is insignificant due to some technical and empirical con-
straint [10]. Our work is highly inspired by this paper [11], as far
as we know SA in Bengali using extended dictionary has not been
done in any research. Experiment results using lexicon- based data
dictionary in Arabic language have been obtained so far better [12].
In Alshari et al. [13] authors described SentiWordNet (SW) as a
curse of dimensionality, they used sentimental lexicon dictionary
based on word2vec to perform SA. Besides, in Bangla text, author
[14] preprocessed data to carry through a SA by taking TF-IDF vec-
torizer and classified the data with support vector machine (SVM)
algorithm, however they did not measure the polarity by calculat-
ing the score of a text; hence it is required to detect the polarity of
each sentence by a specific rule-based [15] algorithm. In Chowd-
hury and Chowdhury [16], the author proposed a semi-supervised
bootstrapping approach in SVM and maximum entropy (MaxEnt)
classifier to perform a SA using SW by translating Bangla word to
English. In their bootstrapping rule-based approach, they have only
counted positive, negative word polarity by SW which is only work
for a low limited length text. In Azharul Hasan et al. [17], authors
proposed a method of using XML based POS tagger and SW to
identify the sentiment from Bangla text adopting valency analysis.
They have used SW and WordNet (WN) which were designed for
only English language. So, a lexicon weighted word dictionary for
Bangla is needful for identifying the word score or polarity from

the text. Besides, In Islam et al. [18], authors extracted positive,
negative (bi-polar) polarity from facebook text by tokenizing adjec-
tive word using POS tagger, doing valence shifting negative words
at the right side of a sentence and replace it with antonym word
using SW. As SW has a weakness in giving proper polarity in Bangle
text, the authors in [19] discussed an automated system for emo-
tion detection by mapping each text to an emotion class, their accu-
racy was 90% however it was more time consuming for labeling the
data and their phrase patterns were formed for only three sub cat-
egories sentiment not used for in complex sentences. In Tabassum
and Khan [20], authors designed a framework for SA by counting
only positive and negative words form their feature word list dictio-
nary. In Zhang et al. [21], authors constructed an extended senti-
ment dictionary and a rule-based classifier was employed to classify
the field of the text polarity by attaining the score of a sentence. In
Akter and Aziz [22] authors described a lexicon-based dictionary
model by checking the occurrences of a sentimental feature word
in tagging each sentence.

3. METHODOLOGY

The main goal of this research is to analyze the sentiment from
Bangla text in machine learning approach by an unique rule-based
algorithm along with building a lexicon data dictionary (LDD). For
detection of Sentiment polarity from raw of a text, we have divided
our whole work into three parts.

In Figure 1, our proposed approach is illustrated and these steps
are described below. To meet the goal, the following objectives have
been identified:

a. To construct a specific domain-based categorical weighted
LDD for analyzing sentiment classification from Bangla
dataset.

Figure 1 Visualization of proposed system architecture.
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b. To develop a novel and effective rule-based algorithm for
detecting sentence polarity classification by extracting score
from a chunk of Bangla text.

c. To investigate the feature matrix with target dataset and evalu-
ate our theoretical claim and finally comparing the circumfer-
ence of our work with some existing research paper in super-
vised machine learning algorithm.

3.1. Construction of Extended LDD

3.1.1. Creation of sentimental dictionary list

Extended lexicon dictionary means alphabetical list of words or
phrases. As a Bengali sentence consists of many words, we have
manually created a sentimental dictionary word list from the sen-
tence. These words are applied for calculating the score from a sen-
tence or phrase. We have collected data from [23], where there are
two datasets based on two domains: Cricket and Restaurant. The
construction of Bangla dataset are described in [24] extensively.
Table 1 showing the statistical polarity for both datasets.

For performing SA, we have used those datasets to build up our
extended sentimental dictionary, such as, েযাগ তা [Competence],
“অেযাগ তা” [Inefficiency], “পিরেষবা” [Service,] “বাধা” [Hindrance],
etc. In sentimental dictionary, a word can be intersecting in both
datasets like “কল্পনাপৰ্সূত” [Imaginary] word is an active word list
in restaurant dataset but a contradict word list in cricket dataset.
While SW works on the global domain data but to do SA in differ-
ent domain data, sentimental weighted dictionary has to be created.
The number of sentimental word list is composed of active (weight
= +1) and contradict word (weight = −1), which is extracted by
manually, represented in Table 2. Besides a negative word (weight
= −1) list like, “না”, “েনই”, “নাই”, “নয়” [not] vocabulary has been cre-
ated so that negative words can be counted during score calculation
from the text.

3.1.2. Creation of adjective, adverb quantifier, and
conjunction word dictionary weighted list

Since a major difference in English Bangla grammar, we need to
create our own weighted dictionary word list of adjective “নাম
িবেশষণ” [25] and adverb quantifier which is showed at Table 3. In
Bangla grammar “িবেশষেণর অিতশায়ন” [Exaggeration of adjectives]

Table 1 Showing statistical polarity for both datasets with
individual and total comments.

Polarity
Dataset

Positive Negative Neutral
Total

Restaurant 1216 478 365 2059
Cricket 620 2108 251 2979

Table 2 Showing sentimental word list with individual and total.
Sentimental Dictionary

Dataset
Active Contradict

Total Words

Restaurant 1056 970 2026
Cricket 1115 2190 3035

and degree of adverb “িকৰ্য়া িবেশষণ” [26] is a segment of Adjective
POS tagger. We partitioned the whole word set into 3 types: high,
medium, low.

Although these words have no effect on determining the polarity
of a sentence, however, sitting before a few words in a sentence
can impact on the score of the whole sentence. These words can
quantify the sentence score. For example, “ব াটসম ানেদর মেধ সািকব
সবচাইেত ভােলা” [Shakib is the best among the batsmen] in that
sentence “সবচাইেত” [Most of all] word quantify the word “ভােলা”
[good] which produce the word [best] in the translated English
sentence. A Bangla sentence can have conjunction POS which is
used to joint words, phrases, clauses. These types of word sit in the
middle, beginning or at the end of a sentence, and connect one or
more sentences together. This further increases the score of two
sentences without effecting on polarity. As There are four main
types of conjunction and many sub parts conjunctions in bangali
grammar, for simplification of our work we generalize them into
two categories named as “সমুচ্চয়ী”, “অনুগামী” coordinating and sub-
ordinating or progressive conjunctions. However, in our research
work, we simplify those words and assign appropriate weight val-
ues. It can be noted that the weight values of adjective and adverb
in Table 3, and that of conjunctions in Table 4 are assigned carefully
to make it particularly suitable for the Bangla language context. For
this assignment, the GitHub Bangla dataset available in [23] is taken
into consideration. Because of the difference in language structure,
the weight values of Tables 3 and 4 for Bangla are different from the
values mentioned for Chinese language in [11].

3.2. Dataset Preprocessing

Our SA is a document sentiment classification based on supervised
machine learning. After collecting corpus data, we need to pre-
process these data for creating training and testing data. Because
data preprocessing is an important part in the NLP domain. We
use BLTK [27] version 1.2 in open source python PyPI package
OSI Approved, MIT License to preprocess our data. Dataset pre-
annotation or preprocessing step is described below. This step will
be applied for removing ambiguity and redundancy from whole
dataset.

3.2.1. Tokenization and normalization

Splitting the sentence into a word list is called a tokenization pro-
cess. Each token is called a word. For example: “আচােরর সংেযাজন
খুব ভােলা িছল।” [The addition of the pickle was very good], after
tokenize this sentence it will create a list, as like [“আচােরর” [pickle],
“সংেযাজন” [addition], “খুব” [very], “ভােলা” [good], “িছল” [was]].
While doing tokenization process we have also finished normaliz-
ing the data. Normalizing means removing characters [“ , ”, “ . ” ,
“!”, “@”, “#”, “%”], etc. these and stop words [28] from the sentence.
The characters nad stop word will no impact on creating training,
test data, and machine learning model construction.

3.2.2. Stemming

Stemming means originating the root word from the given word
list after doing tokenization process. In Bangla language removing
“র”, “এর”, “গুিল”, “গুেলা”, “টার”, “িট” etc., words from sentence during
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Table 3 Showing weighted list of Adjective, Adverb word dictionary.
Types Example Weight Total Word

High “সবচাইেত” [Most of all], “সবর্ািধক” [greatest], “যেথষ্ট”
[enough], “অিতশয়” [too much] … }

3 18

Medium “অিধক” [more than], “েবশী” [more], “অেনক” [lots of] … } 2 15

Low “অিতশয়” [at least], “সামান ” [a little] “পৰ্ায়” [nearly] … } 0.5 20

Table 4 Showing weighted list of conjunction word dictionary.
Categories Example Weight Total Word

Coordinating
Conjunction

{“িকন্তু” [but], “আদেপ” [in fact], “এবং” [and], “অথবা” [or],
“বরং” [or] … }

2 25

Subordinating
conjunctions

{“অিধকন্তু” [Furthermore], “িবেশষত” [in particularly],
“এমনিক” [even], “এসেত্তও” [despite of] …

1.5 12

stemming process. For example: “সব্াধীনতার” [Independent],
“বাংলােদেশর” [Bangladesh], “দুবর্লতাগুিলর” [Weaknesses] words con-
vert the root word into respectively “সব্াধীনতা”, “বাংলােদশ”, “দুবর্লতা”
by stemming process.

3.2.3. Parts of speech (POS) tagger

Detecting the word pos tagger in a sentence have a great signifi-
cance calculating the score. Our Bangla text sentiment algorithm
require pos tagger to find out word weighted value from LDD. For
example, “এিট খুব েবিশ িচত্তাকষর্ক এবং খুব সুসব্াদু নয়।” [It’s not too
impressive and not too tasty.]. After generating in python pos tag-
ger, we will get a list of word with POS [এিট_PR, খুব_RB, েবিশ_JJ,
িচত্তাকষর্ক_NN, এবং_CC, খুব_RB, সুসব্াদু_VB, নয়_NA. Here, েবিশ_JJ]
word quantify the word [িচত্তাকষর্ক_NN], therefore it will amplify the
score of the text and [এবং_CC] word connects two sentence which
will be tracked by our BTSC algorithm.

4. BTSC ALGORITHM

4.1. Discussion of Algorithmic Pseudocode

This section discusses the proposed novel BTSC algorithm which
has a total of 30 steps. This BTSC algorithm is unique for Bangla
and for any other language. Out of the 30 steps, the unique steps
are from step 11 to 26 that manages the POS conjunction, adjective,
adverb, punctuation, and question marks (QMs). This Algorithm 1
termed as BTSC which is used for generating score from the text.
The inputs, notations, output, and pseudocode are below:

Inputs & Notations:

DD: Dataset Dictionary

LDD: Lexicon Dataset Dictionary [Active (Score = +1) & Contra-
dict word (Score = −1)].

JJ / RB: Adjective or Adverb Word Quantifier Dictionary (3 types
in dataset) [HIGH = 3, MID = 2, LOW = 0.5]

CC: Conjunction Type Pos Tagger, CD: Co-ordinating & CS: Sub-
ordinating Conjunction Word

POS: Parts of Speech, PR: Pronoun, VB: Verb, NN : Noun, RB:
Adverb Type POS Tagger Word

Algorithm 1: Bangla Text Sentiment Score Calculation (BTSC)
1: for each Sentence[i] in Dataset do
2: for each Tokenize(word[ j]) in Sentence do
3: Remove(TP, PR)
4: Scanning List of Word[ j] from LDD
5: if word[ j] is Active word in LDD then
6: SC[Word[ j]] = +1
7: else if word[j] is Contradict word in LDD then
8: SC[Word[ j]] = −1
9: else if word[j] is a negative word in LDD then
10: k = k + 1
11: else if word[ j] is a CC type of POS tagger then
12: if CD type word[ j] occurs in a sentence then
13: SC[Word[ j]] = +2
14: if CS type word[ j] at the beginning of a sentence then
15: SC[Word[ j]] = +1.5
16: else if word[ j] is a JJ/RB POS tagger then
17: SC[Word[ j]] = explore in JJ/RB type of POS tagger in DD to

get word[ j] score value
18: else if PU occurs at the Sentence[i] then
19: if word[j − 1] of PU is a Contradict word in LDD then
20: SC[Word[j]] = −2
21: else if word[j − 1] of PU is a VB type of POS tagger then
22: SC[Word[ j]] = −1
23: else if QM towards the end Sentence[i] and word[ j − 1] of QM is

a VM type POS then
24: SCS[Sentence[i]] = −1
25: break
26: else
27: SCS[Sentence[i]] = (−1)k* [ SC[Word[ j]] * SC[Word[j + 1]] ...

* SC[Word[ jn]]]
28: end for
29: SCS = SCS[Sentence[i]] + SCS[Sentence[i + 1]] + ... +

SCS[Sentence[in]]
30: end for
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PU : Punctuation (!) Character, QM: Question Mark (?) Character

TP: Transitional Preposition Word, k: count of negative word (ini-
tial, k = 0), SC[Word]: Score of a Word

Output:

SCS: Score(SC) calculation form a Sentence (per sentence by
sentence)

1. If SCS is > 0, Sentence polarity is Positive.

2. If SCS is = 0, Sentence polarity is Neutral.

3. If SCS is < 0, Sentence polarity is Negative.

4.2. Score Calculation

To demonstrate our Algorithm 1: BTSC, we have considered here
five examples form the both dataset. We consider five tables for
simulating our examples score, besides showing each word scores,
English translations, POS tagger, and total final score. These tables
are formatted below according to algorithm 1.

Ex 01: “শুধুমাতৰ্ রান্নাই েয েসরা তা নয়, েসবা সবসময় মেনােযাগী এবং
ভাল হেয়েছ।” [Not only is cooking great, the service has always been
attentive and good.]

Ex 02: “বাংলােদেশর ব ািটং িবপযর্য়।। ভােলা লক্ষণ নয়।।” [Bangladesh’s
batting disaster. Not a good sign.]

Ex 03: “সময় বাংলােদেশর ভােগ ডৰ্ েরেখেছ, িনশ্চয়ই হার ছাড়া উপায়
িছেলানা!” [Time has left a draw for the fate of Bangladesh, of course
there wasn’t a way without a defeat!!]

Ex 04: “খুব সীিমত আসন আেছ এবং িঠক সমেয় খাদ পাওয়ার জন যেথষ্ট
অেপক্ষা করেত হেব।” [There are very limited seats and you have to
wait long enough to get food on right time].

Ex 05: “েটেস্ট মাশরািফর িক েদাষটা িছল? েস েতা েটস্ট েখেলই না । এখােনও
তােক েটেন আনেত হেব ?” [What was Mashrafe’s fault in the test? He
doesn’t even play Tests. Should he be dragged here too?]

4.3. Simulation of BTSC Algorithm

The input for our Algorithm 1 a list of sentences considered in the
dataset. Line 1 in the algorithm considers each text or sentence
whose score will be calculated. At lines 2 and 3, tokenizing sentences
along with stemming, removing transitional preposition (TP) word,
parts of speech (POS) tagging processes are performed. Here TP
word, i.e., “শুধুমাত” [only], “না হয়” [or else], “না েতা” [not at all], “তা
নয়” [not that], “েসইজন ” [that’s why], “তবুও েকন” [yet why] have not
any significance in Bangla sentence for calculating score. At line 4,
we scan every preprocessed word in each sentence from the LDD.
With the help of LDD, we have found the weight score values of each
active and contradict words at lines 5 to 8. As “না”, “েনই”, “নাই” [not]
are negative dictionary word in the LDD, k counter is automatically
incremented at line 9 to 10. At lines 11 to 17, the POS conjunction,
adjective and adverb are managed. The rules for punctuation and
QM characters are set at lines 18 to 24. The sentiment of a single
sentence is calculated by multiplying each word score at line 27, and
the total polarity of a whole paragraph score is calculated at line no
29 by adding each sentence score.

A number of examples are shown to demonstrate the BTSC algo-
rithm. In the first example shown in Table 5, “মেনােযাগী” [atten-
tive], “েসবা” [service] are active words and “িবপযয়র্” [disaster], “হার”
[defeat] are negative words in LDD, those word score are calculated
at lines 6 and 8, respectively. In this case there is one sentence and
the score value is the multiplication of individual scores resulting in
(+2). Now, example 2 is demonstrated in Table 6 from the cricket
dataset. Here are two sentence, first (i = 1) sentence [“বাংলােদেশর
ব ািটং িবপযয়র্” [Bangladesh’s batting disaster]] score is (−1) and sec-
ond (i = 2) sentence [“ভােলা লক্ষণ নয়” [Not a good sign]] score is
(−1) and final total score of this phrase is (−1) + (−1) = (−2) which
is calculated at line 29. In the third example as shown in Table 7, one
word “িনশ্চয়ই” [of course], is a CC (CS type word) POS tagger and
this score value is obtained from lines 14 to 15. There is a contradict
word, i.e., “িছেলানা” [was not] before the punctuation(!) character,
the score of this word is calculated at line 21 to 22. In this case there
is only one sentence and the score is (−3).

In example 4 shown in Table 8 there is one sentence, “এবং” [and]
is a CC (CD type word). This is calculated at lines 11 to 13. There

Table 5 Showing Ex: 01 score calculation.

List of Word রান্না েসরা েসবা মেনােযাগী এবং ভাল Final Score
English Translation cook great service attentive and good
Word Score Value (+1) (+1) (+1) (+1) (+2) (+1)

(+2)

Table 6 Showing Ex: 02 score calculation.

List of Word বাংলােদেশর ব ািটং িবপযর্য় ভাল লক্ষণ নয় Final Score
English Translation Bangladesh batting disaster good sign not
Word Score Value (+1) (+1) (−1) (+1) (+1) (−1)

(−2)

Table 7 Showing Ex: 03 score calculation.

List of Word বাংলােদশ ভাগ ডৰ্ িনশ্চয়ই হার উপায় িছেলানা Final Score
POS Tagger NN NN NN CC NN VB VB
English Translation Bangladesh fate draw of course defeat way was not
Word Score Value (+1) (+1) (−1) (+1.5) (−1) (+1) (−2)

(−3)
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Table 8 Showing Ex: 04 score calculation.

List of Word খুব সীিমত আসন এবং িঠক খাদ পাওয়া যেথষ্ট অেপক্ষা Final Score
POS Tagger RB NN NN CC VB NN VB JJ VB
English Translation very limit seat and right food get enough Wait
Word Score Value (+3) (−1) (+1) (+2) (+1) (+1) (+1) (+3) (+1)

(−18)

Table 9 Showing Ex: 05 score calculation.

List Of Word েটস্ট মাশরািফ েদাষ িছল েখলা না েটেন আনা হেব Final Score
POS Tagger NN NN NN VB NN NA VB VB VB
English Translation test Mashrafe’s fault was play not dragged Should
Word Score Value (+1) (+1) (+1) (+1) (+1) (−1) (−1) (+1)

(−3)

is “যেথষ্ট” [enough] as adjective (JJ) and “খুব” [very] as adverb (RB)
quantifier POS tagger word. The score of the words is calculated
from line 16 to 17. The final score is calculated as (−18) after mul-
tiplying individual scores.

In example 5 shown in Table 9, there are three sentences. A QM
occurs at the end of the first (i = 1) [“েটস্ট মাশরািফর িক েদাষটা িছল?”
[What was Mashrafe’s fault in the test?] ], and there is a “`ি◌ছল” [was]
VB type POS tagger before a QM. So, this sentence has negative
meaning due to the presence of a QM after VB POS tagger. The
score is of the first sentence is (−1). The score of the second sentence
is (−1) executed at lines 5 to 10. In the third (i = 3) sentence [“এখােনও
তােক েটেন আনেত হেব?” [Should he be dragged here too?]] sentences
there is a “হেব” [Should] VB type POS tagger before a QM, So, this
sentence has negative meaning due to the presence of a QM after
VB POS tagger. The score of this sentence is (−1). The score of the
first sentence and the third sentences are (−1) executed as lines 23
to 24. Finally, the total calculated score of the three sentences are
summed as (−1) + (−1) + (−1) = (−3).

5. EVALUATION OF EXPERIMENTAL
RESULT

After applying the BTSC algorithm on both dataset, we construct
a confusion matrix (CM) based on positive, negative, and neutral
polarity label showed on Tables 10 and 11. From Table 10, total 1067
and 398 comments is identified out of 1216 positive and negative
comments at restaurant dataset. Similarly form Table 11, 547 and
1905 comments is identified out of 620 positive and negative com-
ments at cricket dataset. From these both CM, it can be inferred that
the BTSC rule-based algorithm has been able to detect sentiment
fairly accurately except the neutral sentiments. Because of, the total
dataset comments polarity are voted by categorical based. The max-
imum neutral data is manually generated above the aspect-based
category. It means, a comments has a positive on x category and
negative on y category or neutral on z category.

Consider that example from Table 12: row 1 is taken from restau-
rant dataset that has three categories on three polarities and row 2
is taken from cricket dataset that has two categories on two polar-
ities. But BTSC algorithm only extracts sentiments according to a
global extended lexicon dictionary not to use in categorical senti-
mental dictionary. For this reason, neutral sentiments checking will
be difficult to check.

Table 10 Polarity detection by Bangla Text Sentiment Score ( BTSC)
on restaurant data.

Predicted Label
True\Predicted

+1 −1 0
Total

+1 1067 140 9 1216
−1 74 398 6 478True Label
0 242 63 60 365

Total 1383 601 75 2059

Table 11 Polarity detection by Bangla Text Sentiment Score ( BTSC)
on cricket data.

Predicted Label
True\Predicted

+1 −1 0
Total

+1 547 67 6 620
−1 186 1905 17 2108True Label
0 61 39 151 251

Total 794 2011 174 2979

From Tables 10 and 11, we calculate some parameter measurements
named as true positive rate (TPR), true negative rate (TNR), and
false positive rate (FPR). In order to keep consistency with the rel-
evant literature of NLP [29,30], we have used TPR which is also
known as recall or sensitivity indicated as Equation (1) below. It is
measured by the ratio of the true positive (TP) of a particular label
to the sum of its TP and false negative (FN). TNR is also known as
specificity which is measured as the ratio of true negative (TN) of a
particular label to the sum of the TN and false positive (FP), shown
at Equation (2). FPR is known as type II error which is calculated
by the ratio of the FP of a particular label to the sum of the FP and
TN , shown at Equation (3).

TPR( label ) = TP
TP + FN

(1)

TNR( label ) = TN
TN + FP

(2)

FPR( label ) = FP
FP + TN

(3)

These formula are extracted by having a sharp concept on TP, TN,
FP, FN . Basically, TP is correctly predicted class, TN is correctly
predicted non-class, FP is incorrectly predicted class, and FN is
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Table 12 Problems of not being able to detect neutral data.
No. Comments Category Polarity Bangla Text Sentiment

Score (BTSC) Algorithm
Polarity

Food Positive
Service Negative1

“পিরিমত থাই খাদ - যিদও একিট নরম টুকরা - সামান ~ ঘুরা িফরা, িকন্তু
েসবা ভাল ।” Moderate Thai food—although a soft piece—turns
slightly, but the service is good. Ambience Neutral

Positive

Batting Negative
2

“েবািলং িপচ তেব আমােদর ব াটসম ানেদর আউটগুেলা আত্মহত া ছাড়া আর
িকছুই নয়” Bowling pitch, but the batsmen outs are nothing but
suicide. Neutral Bowling

Negative

Table 13 C(x, y) Notation for indicating the parameters of confusion
matrix (CM).

Predicted Label
True\Predicted

+1 −1 0
+1 C(1, 1) C(−1, 1) C(0, 1)
−1 C(1, −1) C(−1, −1) C(0, −1)True Label
0 C(1, 0) C(−1, 0) C(0, 0)

incorrectly predicted nonclass. Before calculating Equations (1–3),
we need to consider a Table 13 for stepping out these formulas. Here,
C(x,y) notation for each box is introduced to measure the parame-
ters for CM. In C(x,y), x is a predicted label or class and y is a true
label or class. Calculation of TPR, TNR, and FPR for negative label
(−1) is shown below at Equations (4–6).

Here Considering for negative labels,

TP = C(1, 1)

TN = C(1, 1) + C(0, 1) + C(1, 0) + C(0, 0)

FP = C(1, 1) + C(1, 0)

FN = C(1, 1) + C(0, 1)

Finally we get from Equations (1–3) respectively

TPR(1) = C(1, 1)
C(1, 1) + C(1, 1) + C(0, 1)

(4)

TPR(1) = C(1, 1) + C(0, 1) + C(1, 0) + C(0, 0)
C(1, 1) + C(0, 1) + C(1, 0) + C(0, 0) + C(1, 1) + C(1, 0)

(5)

TPR(1) = C(1, 1) + C(1, 0)
C(1, 1) + C(1, 0) + C(1, 1) + C(0, 1) + C(1, 0) + C(0, 0)

(6)

Similarly, other labels will be calculated in this way. Full Summary
of the calculation is showed at Figure 2. In these measurements,
TPR is above average 85% which signifies our dictionary and BTSC
algorithm efficacy. At most 90% TPR at negative label is obtained
in the restaurant dataset and 87% TPR at positive label is obtained
in cricket dataset. As high rate of TPR have the low rate of TNR
however in better performance both will be high is preferable. TNR
and TPR is better on positive and negative labels but not in neutral

dataset because of having categorical identification polarity. In neu-
tral comments 60% and 16% TPR is carried in cricket and restau-
rant dataset respectively.

Having a higher value of precision and recall vindicates a good
model. Precision is measurement of the accuracy with respect to the
prediction of a specific label or class. It is measured by the ratio of
TP of a particular label or class in the sum of TP and FP, indicates
on Equation (7). F1-score is a combined formula of precision and
recall showed at Equation (8).

Precision(label) = TP
TP + FP

(7)

F1 − score ( label ) = 2 ∗ Precision ∗ Recall
Precision + Recall

(8)

To evaluate our experiment, we used supervised machine learning
classification algorithm to classify our data. The evaluation of our
result is measured through a CM including classifier metrices called
accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-Score with the help of using Spy-
der, python IDE environment. Among the classifier, SVM with lin-
ear kernel trick (c = 1) is the best for giving proper result in new
observations because SVM has found better accuracy in finding text
classification.

At least 20% dataset have been randomly chosen for testing dataset
and rest of the data is trained for classifying the polarity. A standard
feature matrix called term frequency-inverse document frequency
(Tf-Idf) vectorizer is used to calculate the feature matrix. It maps
text or word into a significant representation number.

Since we have used BTSC algorithm to calculate our sentence
score, Table 14 shows algorithm results in classifying polarity with
much expected accuracy. Around 78% accuracy in both cricket and
restaurant dataset is achieved on UniGram model. Having a multi
class CM, we use weighted average to define our metrices, because
marco and micro average cannot give proper result on same num-
ber of instances. As weighted average precision in restaurant is 78%
and 80% in cricket, our extended Bangla sentiment dictionary con-
struction is quietly proved in both score and polarity determination.

Here Figure 3a and 3b show the percentage of classifying polarity
during SVM classification. At Figure 3a, at most 62.86% positive,
14.08% negative, and 0.97% neutral comments are identified as TP
during SVM classification. Here FP is much lower than the TP.
Total 4.37% positive and 3.7% negative comments are incorrectly
identified those class, which has lower FP than TP. At Figure 3b,
at most 61.58% negative, 15.60% positive, and 1.51% neutral com-
ments are identified as TP. Total 4.37% positive and 3.7% negative
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Figure 2 Visualization performance of Bangla Text Sentiment Score (BTSC) algorithm in restaurant & cricket dataset.

Table 14 Showing weighted average of precision, recall, F1-score & accuracy in UniGram model for both dataset.
Dataset Polarity precision recall f1-score Accuracy Support Feature Matrix No. of

Feature Word
−1 0.76 0.47 0.58 123
0 0.44 0.33 0.37 12

UniGram 3454

+1 0.72 0.90 0.80
77.91%

259

Restaurant

Weighted
Avg.

0.78 0.77 0.76 Total 412
BiGram 6673

−1 0.80 0.94 0.86 389
0 0.56 0.21 0.30 41

UniGram 3751

+1 0.74 0.56 0.63
78.69%

166

Cricket

Weighted
Avg.

0.80 0.78 0.74 Total 596
BiGram 12854

Figure 3 Bangla Text Sentiment Score ( BTSC) algorithm polarity prediction on both data.

comments are incorrectly identified those class, which has much
lower FP than TP.

Besides, other classifier like LR, K-nearest neighbors (KNN),
random forest (RF) algorithm is applied on our UniGram model.
Among these classifiers, SVM shows better accuracy. Figure 4a
and 4b depicts the performance of different classifier. At Figure 4a,
we have achieved best accuracy 77.91% and precision 78.61% at

restaurant dataset and at Figure 4b, 78.69% accuracy and 80%
precision is achieved in cricket dataset in SVM classification. Both
dataset have much better accuracy and precision rather than other
classification.

After finding quite improvement in UniGram approach in Tf-Idf
model, we created another model BiGram in Tf-Idf word vector-
ization. In this model we performed Linear SVM classification
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algorithm, finally accuracy is attained in both dataset 80.58% and
82.21% respectively which are greater than UniGram approach and
also having precision 80.92 and 81.64 in both dataset. Figure 5
shows the performance and summary of the SA of UniGram and
Bigram model. This analysis shows that cricket data has higher
accuracy than restaurant dataset, because cricket dataset has trained
more data than the restaurant data.

Figure 6 shows a comparative summary of our results with previous
studies, although the comparison is not fair because of the use of
varying datasets. The dataset used in this study is unique compared
to other research works. The study in [16] achieved 69% accuracy
when trained on 1000 tweets in UniGram with negation features.
The study set only one rule to specify the sentiment from text by
counting only positive and negative words from tweets. The limita-
tion of [16] is that the use of only one rule which cannot properly
detect the whole sentiment form the text.

In Islam et al. [18], a precision value of 77%, a recall/TPR value
of 68%, and a F1-socre of 72% were achieved. The authors in
[18] manually normalized the Bangla text with the help of valence

shifting words by detecting one adjective in a sentence. However,
the study did not consider the complex and compound sentences.
The study in [20] trained only 850 and tested 200 texts in RF clas-
sification, achieving 85% accuracy for positive and negative data,
however, the volume of training dataset is small. The study deter-
mined sentiments through only assigning feature words to positive
and negative tags without considering POS tagger. In a recent paper
[31], 80.48% accuracy was attained during 6-fold cross validation
approach in multinomial Naive Bayes classification. The authors
used polarity from given dataset as a target output without gener-
ating any sentiment from texts. This means the study did not apply
any semantic connections to text and polarity.

However, our UniGram and BiGram features have higher accu-
racy with precision, recall/TPR and F1-socre than the abovemen-
tioned previous works. Moreover, our Unigram and Bigram both
feature matrix have included stemming, normalization, POS tagger
process. The dataset used in our study is much larger than the other
studies shown in Figure 6. Still our results are comparable with oth-
ers and thus acceptable.

Figure 4 Visualization performance of different classifier in restaurant and cricket dataset.

Figure 5 Visualization performance of UniGram and BiGram with SVM classifier.
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Figure 6 Comparing accuracy between the existing and proposed systems.

6. CONCLUSION

With the rapidly growing of Internet users, SA depends on the
dataset of particular content. Lexicon-based extended data dic-
tionary is developed based on a specific domain restaurant and
cricket. Manual construction of positive and negative dictionary
with weighted value still a complex while mining data form Bangla
dataset. However, precise observation on these data will give more
accurate result in classifying polarity. In this paper, the BTSC algo-
rithm detects the three types of polarity from the sentences using
Bangla extended dictionary approach. Since a document belongs to
more than one category, any rule-based algorithm is required for
categorical specific domain-based data to detect text category and
classification. We achieved the highest result of 82.21% accuracy in
cricket on BiGram feature matrix. In CM, identifying neutral data
has been less performed than the other two polarities. Every dataset
has its owned variabilities. If we use i.e., fifty (50) thousand dataset
in our machine learning process, our result will predict more accu-
racy than the obtained accuracy with the current dataset. For this,
we need to construct a huge volume of sentimental dictionary. In
future we will apply more datasets on our method. In our approach,
approximately five thousand data is used as sentimental dictionary.
Moreover, there is still a scope to redefine the weights of the dictio-
nary. To make this approach even more significant, we introduce a
categorical based data dictionary which will play a very pioneering
role in further research.
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